INTRODUCTION
The first basic aim of the Calculus of Variations is the problem of yielding sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions to the classical minimum problem XT (P) Minimize j f(t, x(t), x'(t))dt: x(O) = a, x(T) = b on a suitable space of functions x.The traditional answer to the sufficiency has been to impose that the map x' t-* f(t, x, x') be convex (see [Ce] ); more recently, in an effort to provide existence criteria other than convexity in x', some special sufficient condition has been given. More precisely, for the class of maps of the form f(t, x, x') = g(t, x) + h(t, x'), existence of solutions has been obtained by requiring that the map x ~-* g(t, x) be monotonic (for x in R) [M] or, for x in R , that the same map be concave [C-C]. Hence, for maps of the form g(x) + h(x') the property of yielding existence of solutions so far seems to belong to a very narrow and special class of functions: those that are either convex in x' or concave or monotonic in x. Existence seems to be a property related to very special geometric behaviour in x or in x'. The purpose of this note is to show that (for x in R ) this is not so. We consider the class of functions g(x) + h(x') where g: R --R is continuous and h is lower semicontinuous; we show that there exists a subset ? of the space of continuous functions, dense for the topology of uniform convergence on compacta, such that, for g in , problem (P) has existence of solutions for every function h satisfying the usual growth conditions.
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Let us denote by af(x) the subdifferential of a function f at x. Also, by extr(S) we mean the set of extreme points of S. The following lemma will be used later. 
For each i E J, we have jf(x'(t))XK, (t) dt = jf(ai) + c,(x'(t) -ai)xKi(t) dt;
hence, by (1) jf(x'(t))XK1(t) dt = jf(a1) + ci(ai(t) -ai)XKi(t) dt (3) = jf(ai(t))xK1 (t) dt since ai(t) E {ai, bi}. It follows that, for each n E N, fi (I x'IXKO + E lailXK,) dt < j f(x'(t)) dt -y dt;
i.e., the functions on = X'XKo + Zi<n CriXK,, n E N, are equi-integrable. Set (ii) ifl V1XEj + V2Ej cit = fliv1 + p2v2dt (iii) fa V1XEJ + V2XEJ ds > ftj pvI + p2v2 ds for each t E (ayj, /3);
co(t) = X'XKO (t) +i i cr(t)XK, (t) = limn (o (t) .Vitali's convergence theorem [E-T

(iv) ai pi (t)h(vi (t)) + P2(t)h(v2(t)) dt -f1 h(vI (t))xEj(t) + h(v2(t))XEj (t) dt; (v) Ift
Ej+v2XEjds-tfjpIv1+p2v2dsI<e foreach tE(aj,f1d). 
h** (X(t)) dt = h(j(t)) d t.
Since, by definition, xj(aj) = 3C(aj) then, by (iii), Yj(t) > x(t) for every t E Ij . Moreover, by (v), IYj(t) -X(t)j < E for every t E Ij; whence, Yj(t) E ]di -3E, di + 3E[1. Then, for g nonincreasing on the above interval, 
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